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Anne Lewis keeping up with all her interests: Italian,
ballet, cookery, walking, gardening AND completing the

data entry for the parish census.

Viv Jones walks on the Hills most days with her special friend,
Alan. This photo was taken during a recent walk to the bluebells.

Sam Craig’s pumpkins and courgette seedlings. The
slugs love them.

Doug Craig doing jobs such as fixing the guinea pig’s run.



Oliver Wood raised £80 for the Scouts Hike to the Moon
Campaign on The Big Night In by walking a mile dressed

as an Astronaut.

Phil and Harry Morgans on a recent ramble.

The Morgans have been playing 
loads of basketball on their drive.

The Morgans have also been out for lots of walks 
and discovering new routes.
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2nd Malvern Scouts Yellow Submarine Challenge to
beavers, cubs and scouts as part of Well Dressing.

The Wood Family decorated their fence for the 
Yellow Submarine Well Dressing challenge. 

There were lots of compliments from neighbours.

Amelia with her Yellow Submarine Well Dressing entry. Children at St Joseph’s Primary School getting ready 
for their VE Day Street Party.



The VE Day Street Party is about to start… “The Children had a wonderful time 
and the sun shone on us all!” –Therese Langford, Head Teacher

Pupils from St Joseph’s Primary School enjoying their
goodies during their VE Day Street Party.

Mary Williams’s bookgroup sent her afternoon tea 
from the Blue Bird Tea Rooms for her birthday. Lovely!
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Chris Burger out walking. Liz Burger reading amongst the azaleas and acers.

Liz Burger digging in the vegetable garden. Alex Craig takes a break from Google Classroom to shoot some
hoops.

Ruth Harrison moved house recently and the garden was
in need of some TLC.

Fortunately, Ruth’s mother, Janet Williams, is living with Ruth 
during lockdown and is a wonderful gardener.



Catherine Craig’s picture from a walk to the Bluebells. The beginnings of Carol Ann’s Marian garden: “I cleared the 
bottom of a tree stump and found this hole, so put my statue of 
Our Lady there. I'm going to put plants with Marian names there 
as much as possible... Once I can source them!”

Sam Craig made a cake using a recipe from a lockdown
recipe swap. This is Mrs Fieldhouse’s Boiled Fruitcake.

And this is the fruit cake 30 minutes after asking the family if
anyone would like some cake. It didn’t last the afternoon!

We  would  love  to  see  anything  St  Joseph’s
parishioners have been up to during lockdown.  Send
your  photos  to  stjoseph.malvern@rcaob.org.uk for
inclusion in next week’s Bulletin and on the website.
Make sure everyone in the photo is happy to have their
image on the internet.  We look forward to  receiving
them!
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